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Abstract 

 

Through unravelling scotch tape in a vacuum chamber X-rays can be generated. This is 

phenomena occurs through a process known as Triboluminescence. Triboluminescence is when a 

chemical bond is broken resulting in the discharge of a photon. Research in this field has been 

conducted by BYU-I alumni. This research aimed to improve upon the alumni’s previous works. This 

research project’s first objective was to modify the previous apparatus. The modifications allowed the 

apparatus to run with greater repeatability, and the data collected to be more reliable. With the 

modifications, X-rays were observed at a consistent basis. With the apparatus more reliable, we were 

able to test the effect of unravelling speed on total X-ray production. In the end there was evidence that 

speed does affect total X-ray production, but other variables such as age of the tape and pressure in the 

vacuum chamber seem to have a bigger impact on total X-ray production. These other variables, age and 

chamber pressure, could lead to very valuable research in the future. Such research could help provide a 

greater picture of the X-ray generation process.  
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Chapter 1 

 

1.1 Triboluminescence 

X-rays have helped shaped our modern world, in medicine, industrial applications and in the 

scientific research. X-rays have helped us look into and through materials, they have helped us zoom in 

on the atomic world, and have expanded our understanding of the world around us. Despite their 

incredible usefulness, producing X-rays has been expensive. The traditional X-ray equipment has been 

bulky and expensive.  

A new interesting way to produce X-rays is through a process known as triboluminescence. Unlike 

the traditional method, which requires cathode tubes, and high energy electrons, triboluminescence is 

the process where radiation is produced by the breaking of chemical bonds. Through triboluminescence, 

generating X-rays can be a lot cheaper, less bulky and more readily available.  

Triboluminescence can be observed by munching on a Winter Green Lifesaver in a dark room. The 

chemical bond in the crystalline structures breaks and creates a little flash of light.  While this radiation 

from the Winter Green is in the visible light spectrum, a team of Russian scientists in 1953 hypothesized 

that unravelling tape could have this same effect but release even more energetic photons. Maybe even 

to the X-ray spectrum. Skeptical at first, researchers at the University of California decided to give the 

Russian theory a try (2, 3). 
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1.2 Research at University of California 

Carlos Camara, Juan Excobar and Dr. Seth Putterman are the researchers that happened upon 

the Russian hypothesis. They built a small vacuum chamber, in which full rolls of Scotch Tape could be 

unwound. Upon unwinding the tape the researchers detected X-rays being admitted from the apparatus 

(1, 2).  

The current hypothesis is that the action of unwinding the tape causes chemical bonds to be 

broken, through mechanical energy, creating ions. This in turn, allows charged particles to accelerate. 

But when these particles encounter other molecules they are affected by the electromagnetic field of 

the molecules. The electromagnetic field causes the charged particles to decelerate. When this occurs 

energy is released in the form of radiation (Figure 1, below). This kind of radiation is called 

Bremsstrahlung. It is believed that we observe triboluminescence through the Bremsstrahlung effect in 

the X-ray spectrum. 

 
 
(Figure 1, Depiction of Triboluminescence in Scotch Tape: Ions jump across the gap between the tape roll and the 
tape leaving the roll. They slow down upon reaching the tape strip causing the Bremsstrahlung effect. 

 
 
While Camara, Escobar and Dr. Putterman tried with many other brands and types of tape they 

had the most success with 3M clear Scotch Tape. Unfortunately, due to trade secrets the researchers at 

California were unable to acquire the manufacturing process of the Scotch Tape. Because of this 
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restriction they were not able to determine why some brands of tape work better than others (3). 

 

1.3 Research at BYU-Idaho 

In attempts to reproduce and further the work of the California researchers, alumni at BYU-Idaho 

Decker and McGuire put together a similar device. Their apparatus unwound Scotch Tape in a vacuum 

chamber and used Giger counters to collect data on X-ray generation. 

The apparatus built by Decker and McGuire would unravel the tape, by making a ‘tape belt’ around 

two spinning axels (4). When these axels were spun, the tape would stick to the axels, then unstick to 

the axels, several times in a very short amount of time. While Decker and McGuire were able to produce 

X-rays in this fashion, their experiment proved very difficult to reproduce, furthermore the wide ranges 

and inconsistencies of their observations made their data unreliable (4).  

One of the main purposes of this experiment was to modify Decker and McGuire’s apparatus. The 

belief being that unravelling a full roll of Scotch Tape, instead of just using strips, would be more 

dependable in X-ray generation, and make the experiment much easier to reproduce.    

After the modifications the experiment aimed to determine the dependence on unravelling speed 

to X-ray production. And while no certain conclusions were made, another interesting discovery was 

observed. The age of the tape had an effect on the total number of X-rays produced. This discovery was 

made quite by accident, but could lead to some interesting and exciting new experiments. 
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Chapter 2 Experimental Set-Up 

 

2.1 Past Set Up 

 Decker and McGuire’s apparatus was comprised of three parts: acrylic cylinder for the vacuum 

chamber walls, acrylic lid that had grooves and O-rings to allow it to seal, and an acrylic block also set 

with grooves and O-rings. The acrylic block acted as the floor of the chamber and also allowed the 

apparatus to be placed on a table. Two acrylic axels were mounted to the acrylic chamber floor. The 

axels pointed up into the vacuum chamber. One of these axels was connected to a mechanical feed-

through that allowed the axel to be turned on the outside of the chamber. Beneath the chamber, 

mounted to the underside of the acrylic block, a stepper motor was installed to turn the axel. A wheel 

would be sheathed over each axel, inside the chamber. The wheel gave the axel a larger surface area 

and diameter to help hold tape rolls. Through a hole on the bottom of the chamber was a metal pipe 

that connected the chamber to a roughing pump.  

Decker and McGuire would take strips of tape and place them around the wheels of their 

apparatus, looping the strip around both axels. When the chamber was pumped down, they would start 

the motor and the strip of tape would produce X-rays. 

    

2.2 Modifications 

To improve the consistency of the apparatus some modifications had to be made. The primary 

change was made to allow full rolls of tape to be unraveled, instead of strips. Using full rolls each time 

made it so there were fewer variables to worry about during set up and made the experiment more 

repeatable. Before, with Decker and McGuire’s set up, a full roll of tape would not fit in the vacuum 
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chamber. To fix the chamber problem, the axels were aligned with the middle of the cylindrical 

chamber. This allowed full use of the cylinder’s volume.  

The axels were also changed to come down from the lid of the apparatus (Figure 2 below), as 

opposed to the bottom. To accomplish this, another block of acrylic was purchased. Grooves were cut 

into the acrylic and O-rings were placed inside the grooves to make a seal. Two mechanical feed-

throughs were placed through the new acrylic lid and these were attached to two axels. The gears and 

the stepper motor were also moved to become part of the lid of the apparatus. This created more space 

and easier access to the mechanical parts of the apparatus (Figure 3). 

 

(Figure 2, inside the modified vacuum chamber, reconfigured to unroll full rolls of tape). 

Mechanical feed-throughs were connected to each axel to allow each axel to move in either 

direction, independent of the other. The axels were connected to a single stepper motor through a 

series of gears and magnetic clutches (Figure 3). The clutch was used so that when there was no current 

passing through the clutch, the axel would not spin with the motor. But when the clutch had a current 
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the axel would turn with the motor. The hope was to allow the 

tape to unwind one direction and  then to rewind the opposite 

way, saving time and allowing more freedom of movement while 

the tape was in a vacuum. Unfortunately there was too much 

tension between the tape and all the gears and the magnetic 

clutches were not sufficiently strong to keep the gears turning, 

making them very unreliable. Eventually the clutches were 

replaced with metal rods.   

 The bottom acrylic block was also changed. A new block 

with the same dimensions, as the old one, was purchased. A hole 

was drilled through the block to connect it to the roughing pump. 

Grooves and O-rings were fitted as well, allowing the chamber to seal on both sides (Figure 2). All these 

modifications were made with the acrylic cylinder  in mind, so that it could be kept to form the walls of 

the vacuum chamber.  

Now that the axels pointed down into the chamber, instead of up from the floor, some other 

changes had to be made. To keep the wheels on and spinning with the axels, holes were drilled through 

the wheel and the axel. Paper clips were then twisted into a metal rod and inserted into the hole (Figure 

4A). Also to keep the tape cores on the wheel, plastic rods were rubber cemented to the bottom of the 

wheel (Figure 4B-1). A pressure gauge (Figure 5-1) and release valve (Figure 5-2) were inserted into the 

metal tube, which connects the chamber and roughing pump (Figure 5-3). 
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A Rockstepper Controller was also purchased for this project. The controller would plug into a 

laptop, via USB. The controller would also connect to the stepper motor and the power supply for the 

motor. A program was then made on the laptop, and the controller would run the program relaying it to 

the stepper motor.  

 2.3 Method 

 

 All equipment had to be handled with non-powder gloves. 

It is important that the equipment, especially anything that will be 

in the vacuum chamber, is oil free. In preparation to run the 

apparatus all the equipment, which will be inside the vacuum 

chamber, had to be washed with isopropyl alcohol, except for the 

Scotch Tape, this was handled with gloves, but not washed in any 

way. A roll of Scotch Tape was selected and grooves are cut into its 

plastic core via plyers (Figure 4B-2). The plastic of the tape cores 

was very pliable and easy to cut. Grooves were also made into an 
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empty tape core. One of the wheels was then placed through the core until the plastic rods caught onto 

the grooves of the tape core. The empty tape core was placed on the other wheel in the same fashion. 

Plastic weights were then applied. These were just plastic blocks with a hole drilled out of the middle 

(Figure 4B-3). This was to prevent the tape cores from migrating up the wheel. Once the tape cores and 

weights were on the wheels, the wheels were attached to the axels with the rods made from a paper 

clip. The empty tape core was always connected to the axel that was powered by the motor. This was 

necessary for the apparatus to work properly. Once the wheels, tape and weights were in place and 

correctly connected to the axels, a bit of the tape needed to be unwound, and taped to the empty tape 

core. This allowed the axel to pull the tape off the roll. 

 
Unfortunately during manifacturing the grooves cut 

into the acylic blocks were not done to spesification. 

Because of the manifacturing defeact two O-rings are 

need on each side of the cylinder. The first O-ring 

being slightly smaller then the second, so that they 

together, could form a seal equal to the thickness of 

the acyrlic clinder. Since there were two o-rings and 

they did not sit in the groove as snuggly as previously 

planned, each time the apparatus was ran, it was 

important to make sure that the o-rings were secure and in the right place.  

The acrylic cylinder was then placed over the tape, so that the axels pointed through the middle 

of the cylinder. The cylinder rested in the grooves of the lid. If the apparatus had not been used for a 

while, applying vacuum oil to the top of the cylinder was necessary. Once the cylinder was in place the 

whole thing was tipped so that the axels are pointing down. Then by carefully moving the chamber, to 

prevent anything from dislodging, the bottom of the cylinder was placed on the acrylic block, forming a 
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floor for the chamber. The cylinder was placed in the groove with O-rings, again forming a seal (Figure 

6). 

Next, the release valve needed to be closed. It was located beneath the table (Figure 5-1). The 

pressure gauge needed to be turned on, then the vacuum pump. At this point the chamber was checked 

to make sure that it was sealing properly. When the chamber sealed correctly the pressure dropped to 

the 50 mTorr region within 15 minutes. It was best to wait until the pressure of the chamber reads 

about 25 mTorr, which happened in about an hour’s time. 

Once the pressure was reached the stepper motor controller was turned on. The controller was 

connected to a computer via USB cord, and to a power supply that was set to just under 24 volts. The 

stepper controller program was opened and the correct program selected. The program had a few 

settings, to help determine the max amplitude allowed into the stepper motor, also the number of 

micro-steps the stepper motor used. These settings were; Axis should be set to 0, Run Current was set 

to 63, and Microsteps was set to 32. During unwinding tape roll radius changes. As the tape is pulled off, 

the tape roll shrinks by about 0.9% for every 5 rotations. To counter act this, the program was set to 

increase the angular velocity by 0.9% after every five rotations to maintain a constant tangential 

velocity.  

It then needed to compile and be sent to the stepper motor controller, this happened within a 

few seconds. Another computer was then used to open Logger Pro. This computer was connected to a 

Giger counter via USB. The Giger counter was placed right up against the outer chamber wall, pointing 

inward. There were markings on the acrylic underneath the counter to help determine where it should 

be placed. In Logger Pro we set the counter to record radiation and display the counts every minute. It 

was set for 10 minutes and allowed to collect data. This data set was for background radiation.  

 When the background was collected, the counts per minute were copied and put into an Excel 

file to save for future analysis. Logger Pro was then cleared and the experimental time was set to 16 
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minutes (the time setting is dependent on the speed the researcher intends to run the apparatus). 

When this was ready, both the stepper motor program and Logger Pro were required to run at the same 

time. Both programs were on separate computers, making it easier to press start at the same time. Once 

start was pressed, one of the axels inside the chamber begins to spin. The turning pulls tape off of the 

roll of tape and winds it around an empty tape core. Meanwhile, Logger Pro recorded the X-ray count 

per minute. Every minute the current pressure of the chamber was written down. After all the tape has 

been stripped off the roll, both of the programs were stopped, the vacuum was turned off and the 

release valve was opened, allowing the pressure in the chamber to return to atmospheric pressure. The 

counts per minute and the pressure were then recorded in Excel. 

 To run the experiment again the chamber had to be removed from the acrylic block, the acrylic 

cylinder had to be taken off and new roll of tape will had to be inserted. The now empty core from the 

last roll was used for the next tape run. Unfortunately the apparatus did not easily allow the same tape 

to be unwound a second time. So the tape was tossed into the trash.  

 This same procedure was performed to acquire data at different speeds. At each speed a 

different program was needed, but all other procedures remained the same. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

3.1 General Results. 

 The purpose of this apparatus was to consistently produce X-rays. Therefore the first priority 

was to determine if the apparatus produced X-rays. To do this back ground radiation was gathered from 

the Giger counter. Radiation counts per minute were recorded. The average background radiation was 

36.41 ±6.78 counts per minute. The lowest amount of x-rays recorded, using this apparatus, while tape 

was being unraveled, was 3297 counts in the time span of 32 minutes (the pressure 26.4 mTorr). A quick 

calculation will show that this averages out to 103.03 counts per minute. This well surpasses the 

uncertainty in the background radiation, indicating that this apparatus produces X-rays.  

 The next priority was trying to model the x-ray production. Despite getting high X-rays counts, 

the X-rays were not produced at a constant rate, as illustrated in Figure 7 below. In Figure 7, the x-axis 

represents time in minutes. The y-axis represents the number of X-rays counted during the previous 

minute. The figure is the average of all the data collected for the old tape unravelling at a speed of 3.98 

m/s. All the first minute counts were averaged and placed on the first minute count on the graph, and 

then all the two minute data points were averaged and placed at the two minute mark. This pattern was 

continued until 16 minutes, which is the time required to unravel a full roll of tape at 3.98 m/s.   
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Figure 7 
 

While these averages indicate a gradual increase of X-ray production over time, not all the tape 

rolls had similar outcomes. As evident of the graph above, the X-rays are not produced in a linear 

fashion, but the amounts can vary throughout time. Due to the unpredictable patterns of X-ray counts 

per minute, these results will focus mostly on the total amount of X-rays counted from an entire roll of 

tape being unwound, not on the X-rays produced minute by minute. 

 

3.2 New tape vs. old tape. 

When the apparatus was first put together and used, we used tape that had been left over from 

the last people to work on this project. Unbeknownst to any of us, this tape had been sitting on the shelf 

for some time. The age of the tape is estimated to be 2+ years. We were unaware, that the age of the 

tape mattered, and when we ran out of tape, more tape was ordered. But when the new tape arrived 

we began to see different results with our apparatus. The new tape ended up having very different 

results, particularly in how many X-rays a single roll would produce and how the X-ray production was 

effected by speed changes. 
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3.2.1 Total X-ray production 

One of the more significant differences between the old tape and the new tape was the total 

amount of X-rays produced. The old tape did not produce nearly as many X-rays as the new tape 

regardless of the speed the tape was unwound. 

Each average below (Table 1 and Figure 8) is taken by unravelling several rolls of tape, 

unwinding at the same speed, recording the total X-ray count, and then taking the average of those 

counts. The percentile underneath each count, in Table 1, is the percentile of the standard deviation. 

The table shows that new tape has more consistent standard deviations, and the percent difference 

tends to be smaller with the new tape. This indicates that the newer tape not only creates more X-rays, 

but is more consistent. 

 

Table (1) 

Unravelling Speed The average of total x-ray count. 
Old tape. 

The average of total x-ray count. 
New tape. 

3.98 m/s 10875 ±2321 
21.34% 

13245 ±2457 
18.55% 

3.32 m/s 5678 ±1015 
17.83% 

13700 ±1653 
12.06% 

2.65 m/s 5464 ±1485 
27.19% 

13342 ±1478 
11.08% 

1.99 m/s 3653 ±328 
8.97% 

13260 ±1534 
11.57% 

 

 

3.2.2 Speed Dependence. 

 Once some sort of consistency was establish, the project could move forward to experimenting 

with speed. As was shown in Table 1, total X-ray production varied greatly between the old tape and the 

new tape. And apparently so did the speed dependence.  
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 In figure 8 (below), the total X-ray count (y-axis) has been plotted against the speed of tape 

being unraveled (x-axis). Averages can be seen as little grey specs, with the horizontal lines representing 

the range of X-ray counts observed at that unravelling speed. Both the old tape and new tape have been 

plotted on this graph to give comparison.  

  

 

Figure 8 

 

 The results of the speed changes were surprising. In the old tape as shown in figure 8, speed 

seemed to play a major role in X-ray production. But in the new tape it seems speed did not play as big 

of a part. With the new tape, there is not much change in X-ray production until the unravelling is 

slowed to 0.66 m/s.   
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3.3 Pressure Changes. 

 Along with total X-ray production and dependence on speed, another major difference between 

the old and new tape was out-gassing. When the tape unwinds, it releases gas. This gas release, called 

out-gassing, causes the pressure in the chamber to increase.  

The graph below shows the pressure difference between the old tape and the new tape. For 

every minute (x-axis) that the apparatus ran, at the speed of 3.98 m/s, a pressure was recorded. These 

pressures were then averaged together (y-axis) to form the graph below (Figure 9). This was done with 

both the old tape and new tape, and Figure 8 shows the comparison of pressures. 

 
Figure 9 
 

 In figure 9 we can view the contrast between new tape and old tape. With the new tape the 

apparatus experienced a higher level of pressure. These higher pressures could be the results of many 

different things.  
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 A possibility is that the new tape out-gasses more, causing the pressure to be harder to manage 

and to reach higher levels. Another possibility is the vacuum used to pump the chamber down to 

pressure was beginning to ware down. This would make it harder for the vacuum to combat the out-

gassing of the tape, and thus higher pressures would ensue. The chamber itself could have sprung small 

micro leaks, allowing air to slowly enter the chamber. It was operated many times and without fail, 

when newer tape was put into the chamber, higher pressures were observed. 
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Chapter 4 Discussion  

 

 The main purpose of this research was to modify the apparatus so that X-rays could be observed 

every time the apparatus ran. It was believed that full rolls of tape would be easier to work with, that 

the set up would require fewer variables, thus making it more repeatable. The other objective was to 

test the theory that more X-rays would be produced if the speed of the tape unravelling increased. 

Working with full rolls of tape proved to be very repeatable. We were able to repeat the same 

experiment dozens of times with much fewer complications. Because of the modifications the apparatus 

was able to produce X-rays every single time it ran. Using full rolls of tape reduced user error, building 

confidence in the data produced by the apparatus. 

When it comes to the speed dependence of X-ray production we got mixed results. In the older 

tape, which we started with, speed seemed to be a considerable impact on total X-ray production, as 

expected. But when the new tape was tried, speed appeared to have a much smaller impact on the X-

ray production.  

Other than total X-ray count, the biggest discrepancy between the two different tapes was the 

pressure. The newer tape experienced higher pressure than the older tape. Lending to the belief that 

pressure affects X-ray production more than speed affects X-ray production. 

While the new tape produced more X-rays, the old tape had consistently lower pressures. Giving 

evidence that tape is more productive at higher speeds, but not at the expense of higher pressures. 

To clarify these discrepancies and more accurately determine the effects of speed, further 

modifications could be done to the vacuum chamber. If pressure could be more manageable it is 

believed that speed dependent trends would appear in the newer tape.  
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Going into this project there was no documentation, nor did we have any evidence to suggest 

that the age of the tape would so significantly impact the total number of X-rays generated. It appears 

that the age of the tape can be an important factor. 

 There is still a lot of research left to do in exploring the X-ray production of Scotch Tape. One of 

the unexpected results was the nonlinear increase of X-rays over time. This indicated that more X-rays 

are produced as time goes on. It is possible that over time ions build up on the tape roll (figure 1), at the 

end where X-ray production taper off, this is where we start losing the charge density on the tape roll. 

This could be the reason why X-ray production looks the way it does. A possible way to test if the tape 

collects charged particles comes from a French scientist Paschen. 

Paschen studied the discharge of electrons at different pressures. Paschen set up two metal 

plates, created an electric potential between the two, and at varying pressures he would change the 

voltage until a spark would ignite between the two plates, indicating an electric discharge. 

If the Scotch Tape does create X-rays by charged particles jumping the gap between the tape roll 

and the tape leaving the roll, much like the metal plates, we should find evidence in Paschen Curve 

(Figure 10) (5). This curve, created by Paschen, shows the voltage needed to make electrons jump a gap 

at different pressures and in different gases.  
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Figure 10, Paschen Curve, depicts the voltage required to create an electrical discharge between two metal plates 
at different pressures.   
  
 If future researchers can manage chamber pressure, they might be able to see if Paschen’s curve 

supports Scotch Tape X-rays. Finding a pressure where it generates more X-rays, because it needs less 

voltage. Furthermore these future researchers could collect the energy of the X-rays coming off the 

tape. Higher energy photons would indicate that there is higher voltage needed between the tape roll 

and the tape strip. With these two combined it may be possible to show that Scotch Tape generated X-

rays follow a Paschen curve, and this would be evidence for electric potential between the tape strip 

and tape roll, supporting the current theory.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Paschen_curves.svg
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Chapter 5 Conclusion 

 

Altogether this experiment has shed interesting light on the production of X-rays through sticky 

tape. This experiment has hopefully opened the doors for future researchers and also brought up some 

interesting questions for future scientist to answer. Through this project we have explored several 

possible ways of increasing the X-rays produced, with speed, age of the tape, and possibly with pressure.   

 Triboluminescence, in the future, may prove to be extremely valuable way to produce X-rays.  It 

could prove to be cheaper, and easier than the conventional modern way. But to make 

Triboluminescence a practical tool it has to be up to par with current methods, Triboluminescence must 

produce adequate amount s of X-rays. Hopefully through research Scotch Tape Triboluminescence can 

reach that point and can be used to help all of us. 
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Appendix 

 

An example of the program used to change the unwinding speed as the tape roll shrank, to maintain 
constant tangential velocity. In this example I have the start at 100. This is just a number for the 
computer but it translates to a tangential velocity of about 2 m/s, when the tape roll is full. 

 

// rough speed 100, because of the difficulty of setting up loops and variables, this program will set the  

// axis at zero, and will turn 180 times, the radius changes at a rate of 0.18% per rotation. Thus after 
every 

// 5 rotations I will up the speed by 0.9%. 

// With the program Axis 0 settings set to: Run Current set to 63. Mircosteps set to 32. 

// The DC box, (the one connected to the driver) the current opened all the way, and the voltages set to 
22.7. 

// For a 360 degree rotation the distance is very close to 6400 steps. 

//1 

SAP 1, 0, 0  //This command sets the current position to position zero.   

SAP 4, 0, 100  // This command sets the speed of rotation. 

MVP ABS, 0, 32000  // This command tells the motor to spin 32000 steps. Or 5 rotations  

  WAIT POS, 0,  0 

  WAIT TICKS, 0, 0 

SAP 1, 0, 0  //This command sets the current position to position zero.   

SAP 4, 0, 100.9  // This command sets the speed of rotation. 

MVP ABS, 0, 32000  // This command tells the motor to spin 32000 steps. Or 5 rotations  

  WAIT POS, 0,  0 

  WAIT TICKS, 0, 0 

SAP 1, 0, 0  //This command sets the current position to position zero.   

SAP 4, 0, 101.8  // This command sets the speed of rotation. 

MVP ABS, 0, 32000  // This command tells the motor to spin 32000 steps. Or 5 rotations  

  WAIT POS, 0,  0 
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  WAIT TICKS, 0, 0 

SAP 1, 0, 0  //This command sets the current position to position zero.   

SAP 4, 0, 102.7  // This command sets the speed of rotation. 

MVP ABS, 0, 32000  // This command tells the motor to spin 32000 steps. Or 5 rotations  

  WAIT POS, 0,  0 

  WAIT TICKS, 0, 0 

SAP 1, 0, 0  //This command sets the current position to position zero.   

SAP 4, 0, 103.6  // This command sets the speed of rotation. 

MVP ABS, 0, 32000  // This command tells the motor to spin 32000 steps. Or 5 rotations  

  WAIT POS, 0,  0 

  WAIT TICKS, 0, 0 

SAP 1, 0, 0  //This command sets the current position to position zero.   

SAP 4, 0, 104.5  // This command sets the speed of rotation. 

MVP ABS, 0, 32000  // This command tells the motor to spin 32000 steps. Or 5 rotations  

  WAIT POS, 0,  0 

  WAIT TICKS, 0, 0 

SAP 1, 0, 0  //This command sets the current position to position zero.   

SAP 4, 0, 105.4  // This command sets the speed of rotation. 

MVP ABS, 0, 32000  // This command tells the motor to spin 32000 steps. Or 5 rotations  

  WAIT POS, 0,  0 

  WAIT TICKS, 0, 0 

SAP 1, 0, 0  //This command sets the current position to position zero.   

SAP 4, 0, 106.3  // This command sets the speed of rotation. 

MVP ABS, 0, 32000  // This command tells the motor to spin 32000 steps. Or 5 rotations 


